Light is smart
ENCELIUM EXTEND Networked
Light Management System
®

An advanced, intelligent light management solution for commercial spaces
seeking to optimize energy savings, streamline operations, improve occupant
experiences and participate in the Internet of Things (IoT).

Light is OSRAM

ENCELIUM ® EXTEND Networked Light Management Systemverview

Light is everywhere
Light is everywhere creating a continuous mosaic of data points constantly
sensing the environment around us. This data can be harnessed to help
improve our lives in the areas of public safety, energy conservation, time
management and so much more.
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Smart buildings start with smart lighting
Creating a pathway to the Internet of Things (IoT)
Smart lighting enables commercial real estate properties
to become ‘smart’ — creating the right level of light where
and when needed.
It meets building code compliance, even as requirements
get stricter.
Smart lighting serves as the backbone of energy
management programs that save businesses millions
of dollars in energy costs annually.
For many, it is the window into ‘going green’ and creating
a sustainable building with enhanced value.

Smart lighting is at the forefront of the
digital transformation of buildings
Smart lighting is digital, data-driven and networked
With a bird’s eye view of the space it controls, smart
lighting systems provide data with context that is valuable for
applications beyond illumination and energy management.
Enabling sensor data and location information are required
for smart building solutions such as space utilization, asset
tracking, online conference room and workspace booking,
retail proximity marketing and more.
Smart lighting systems are the platform of choice
in commercial building space for a pathway to the Internet
of Things (IoT).

Smart lighting as a platform
for IoT enables businesses to
—— Save more money
—— Improve operational efficiencies
—— Create enhanced value to workers, facility
managers and building owners.
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Benefits of a smart lighting system
The ENCELIUM® EXTEND Networked Light Management System (LMS) is designed for commercial spaces that seek
advanced features and functionality including:
— — Web-accessible system control
— — Advanced energy reporting features and other data analytics
— — Building automation system integration
The table below illustrates the key advantages to using a “smart lighting” platform as compared to just LED lighting and
basic lighting controls.

LED Lighting

Basic Lighting Controls

Smart Lighting Platform

—— LED Lighting

—— LED Lighting

—— Controls/Sensors

—— Advanced Controls/Sensors

—— Limited Connectivity

—— Wired and Wireless Connectivity

—— Basic Analytics

—— Web-based Real Time Analytics

Complexity

Functionality

—— LED Lighting

—— Building Automation System Integration
—— Cloud Connectivity
—— Ubiquitous sensing with feedback
and control

Benefits

—— Moderate Energy Savings

—— Increased Energy Savings

—— Maximum Energy Savings

—— Reduced Maintenance

—— Limited Personal Control

—— Industry Code Compliance

Costs

Settings
—— Improved Preventive
Maintenance Capabilities

—— Eligible for Energy Rebates
—— Centralized Web Monitoring
—— Real Time Preventative Schedules
—— Prevent System Outages before
they happen
—— Advanced Features
- Daylight Harvesting
- Variable Load Shedding
- Time Scheduling
- Occupancy Sensing
- Task Tuning
- Personal Controls
- Plug Load Control
—— Gateway to IoT Applications

ROI
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Saving energy
The ENCELIUM® EXTEND System enables you to optimize illumination and maximize energy
savings by combining smart lighting controls and plug load power management strategies.

Smart control strategies for lighting
Occupancy sensing
Program lights to dim or switch “ON”/”OFF” in response
to an occupancy status signal from a PIR sensor. Improve
occupant comfort and save a significant amount of energy.
Time scheduling
In spaces with predictable occupancy and daylight patterns,
program lights to be “ON”, “OFF”, or “DIMMED” according to
day, night, holiday and other schedules.
Daylight harvesting
Use daylight to offset the amount of artificial light used in a
space and significantly reduce energy consumption. Program
individual fixtures or zones to dim up or down and maintain
an even level of illumination throughout a space.
Task tuning
Use dimming to create appropriate levels of light for a
particular activity in a given space. Easily save energy
and avoid over lighting.

Personal control
Enable occupants to dim or switch lighting in their personal
workspaces using an intuitive desktop interface.
Variable load shedding
Shave peak demand or reduce energy consumption by
shedding lighting loads dynamically. Selectively dim lights
by a programmed percentage and draw less power from
the utility when electricity costs are the highest or during
periods of required energy curtailment.
Plug load control
The ENCELIUM EXTEND System helps tackle plug load –
one of the fastest growing sources of energy use in commercial
buildings today – by using time scheduling and occupancy
sensing. Time scheduling aims to shut off lighting and
controllable plug load during scheduled, non-business hours.
Occupancy sensor controls further shut off these circuits
when occupants are away from the controlled space during
business hours. Plugs are programmed to switch “ON”/”OFF”
based on a schedule or in response to an occupancy status
signal from a sensor.

The Polaris 3D ® software
(displayed on the screen)
enables end users to quickly
identify, analyze and adjust
their lighting network needs
all from a centralized location.
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Meeting code compliance and certifications
Code compliance
Energy codes provide a minimum standard for new building construction and
renovations. Regardless of the particular code being followed, lighting controls
are mandatory to eliminate waste and energy.
The ENCELIUM® EXTEND System meets a number of nationally recognized energy
codes including ASHRAE 90.1-2016, IECC, and Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations.

Go green.
Support sustainability.
LEED Rating System
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) is the globally recognized standard for
the design, construction and operation of highperformance green buildings and neighborhoods.
The ENCELIUM EXTEND System obtains points
under a number of LEED categories including
Energy and Atmosphere, Indoor Environmental
Quality, Sustainable Sites and Innovation in
Design. In some applications, the ENCELIUM
EXTEND System can contribute as many as half
the points necessary to becoming LEED certified.
OSRAM Americas headquarters in Wilmington,
MA is Gold Level LEED Certified.
WELL Building Standard
The WELL Building Standard, developed by
The International Well Buildings Institute (IWBI),
is closely modeled on LEED but focuses
exclusively on occupant health. It has seven
health and wellness categories: air, water,
nourishment, light, fitness, comfort and mind.
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Streamline operations. Increase efficiencies.
Polaris 3D® Light Management Software enables facility managers to monitor, maintain
and control the ENCELIUM® EXTEND Networked Light Management System (LMS).
Data-driven dashboards quickly visualize energy data and lighting levels providing
actionable information to reduce operating costs and improve occupant comfort.

Lamp Lifetime Dashboard

One Week Historic Lighting Dashboard

Building Occupancy Dashboard

Energy Consumption Dashboard

Dashboards for every situation
—— DEXAL™ enables two-way communication of fixture-level
data including power consumption, temperature profile,
operating hours and diagnostics.
—— View real-time system status in 2D and 3D.
—— Navigate a floor plan and adjust the view by using zoom,
tilt and panning features.
—— Use the color gradient display feature to locate possible
issues at a glance.
—— Save significant time by adjusting schedules and set
points in multiple zones simultaneously.
—— View energy usage reports by control strategy to identify
problem areas. Compare current and historical usage
data down to the individual luminaire level.

—— Quickly check the status of lighting, lighting power
density, occupancy, load shedding, energy consumption
and other common items of interest.
—— Locate individual devices quickly and tune them
specifically using the individual addressability and
control feature.
—— Be proactive and use lamp failure indication alerts to
institute a preventative maintenance program, saving
time and costs while improving the occupant experience.
—— Leverage heat maps to determine traffic and
occupancy trends.
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Light is productive
Numerous independent studies have shown that with the proper lighting
levels employees are happier, healthier and more energetic resulting in
increased productivity making time spent in the office more enjoyable.
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Increase occupant comfort
and productivity
Lighting is personal
Many workspaces have a fixed lighting environment that
cannot address changing needs or individual preferences.
Personal Control Software (PCS) by OSRAM enables
individuals to control the light level of each fixture in their
workspace that is connected to the ENCELIUM® EXTEND
Light Management System (LMS). Users can control fixtures
individually or as a group, conveniently from an intuitive
control interface on their desktop PC. Preset lighting scenes
may be stored, recalled and modified from this application
to suit personal preferences or tasks.
By enabling workers to adjust and set personal lighting
scenes to their preferences, their working environment
and productivity level can be improved. Individuals can fine
tune their workspace light levels after commissioning from
their desktop.

Support occupant safety,
health and wellness
UL924 Safety Standard for emergency lighting
and power equipment
In the event of a power outage, devices connected to the
ENCELIUM EXTEND System that are UL924 compliant
automatically switch state to enable power to be supplied
to provide the required lighting for safety in the spaces it
controls. This power can be supplied from a number of
sources such as a local back-up generator, a UPS system
or battery packs within the luminaire. The ENCELIUM
EXTEND System enables you to visualize these emergency
fixtures in your floor plan, test and generate periodic reports
and plan maintenance for this critical part of your buildings
safety plan.
Comfort lighting
Comfort lighting is critical, particularly for occupants that
work late in your building. The ENCELIUM EXTEND System
can be programmed to create dependencies between a
workspace zone and other zones. When the workspace zone
is occupied, other zones between that space and the exit are
kept partially lit so that the occupant is never on the edge of
a lit space, about to walk into a dark space, as they leave the
building. Instead, a pathway from an occupied workspace to
the exit is kept partially lit for safety and comfort.
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Light is networked
For any smart building it is vital that the major building
management systems such as lighting, HVAC and Fire
and Security communicate seamlessly to ensure continued
operation. BACnet® compatibility is the key element in
making these systems function at peak performance.
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ENCELIUM EXTEND network architecture

Wireless Luminaire

Hybrid

Wireless

®

Wireless Sensor

Wireless Manager

Wired

Wireless Wallstation

Manager

Luminaire

Server

User Interface

Wallstation

Data Collected

Data Managed

Data Stored

Data Visualized

Communication networks
—— Intraluminaire: DEXAL™ (Data Exchange for Advanced
Lighting) enables individual fixtures to become smart
nodes on a networked light management system by
enabling two-way communication of fixture-level data
including power consumption, temperature profile,
operating hours and diagnostics.
—— Wireless: The ENCELIUM EXTEND System leverages
a mesh network based on ZigBee ® standards enabling
wireless communication between hardware devices.

It is ideal for sensors and wallstations that must be
placed in hard-to-reach locations.
—— Wired: The GreenBus II® wiring protocol uses a daisy
chain scheme and supplies data and power to low voltage
control devices within the ENCELIUM EXTEND System.
—— Hybrid: Combine wired (GreenBus II protocol) and wireless
(ZigBee) hardware components and communications in
one ENCELIUM EXTEND System solution.

Third-party integration
Several software interfaces are available for integrating the ENCELIUM EXTEND System
to other building management systems.
Software Interface—BACnet ® BTL Certified
The ENCELIUM EXTEND System integrates with any
BACnet-compatible building automation systems such
as HVAC, fire and security, via BACnet/IP. The ENCELIUM
EXTEND System operates autonomously while lighting status,
lighting levels and energy usage are all shared and may be
controlled via BACnet. Key highlights:

Software Interface—AV
Integrate audio-visual systems to the ENCELIUM EXTEND
System. Recall scenarios such as changing lighting, audio
and visual to achieve a desired atmosphere through an
interactive touch screen.

—— Report daylight readings
—— BACnet switching and dimming control
—— Load shedding control over the lighting load
—— Emergency notification to ENCELIUM EXTEND System,
through a BACnet connected fire alarm, to turn all lights on
—— Integrate occupancy information to HVAC
—— Supports centralized and distributed architectures
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Support at every stage of your project
OSRAM offers services designed to meet the level of technical
support your team requires.

Design support
A full AutoCAD layout with all ENCELIUM® EXTEND System
hardware including managers, load controls, sensors and
components is designed to the provided specifications.
System startup
System Startup/On-site Programming is completed
by OSRAM SYLVANIA Inc. personnel as well as a select
group of third-party commissioning agents.
Service agreement levels
A service plan supported by skilled OSRAM field service
engineers can ensure your ENCELIUM EXTEND System is
operating at optimum efficiency. Bronze, Silver and Gold
service agreement levels are available. Levels are designed
around support response time requirements and the hours
allocated for training, system tune-ups, troubleshooting,
diagnostics, programming, site visits and more.
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Technical support
OSRAM support staff is available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week and guarantee a four-hour response time during
regular business hours (8AM to 6PM EST/Mon-Fri). Service
agreements include 4-8 hour guaranteed response times.
—— Unlimited Call Center Support at 1-888-531-7573, option “1”
—— Unlimited Email Support at
ENCELIUMEXTENDSupport@osram.com
Warranties
OSRAM SYLVANIA warrants OSRAM hardware, excluding
third party components, to be free from defects in materials
and workmanship, and to operate according to published
specifications for a period of sixty (60) months from the
date of system start-up.
OSRAM SYLVANIA warrants that the OSRAM software,
excluding open source software and third party operating
systems, will perform substantially in accordance with
published specifications for a one year period from the
date of system start-up.
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Become a lighting industry expert
OSRAM provides the tools and the resources you need
OSRAM is proud to offer the general lighting community a
number of online resources that can enhance their understanding of the latest technologies and market trends in the
lighting industry at large. From free online web-based design
tools such as LIGHTING DESIGNER and DRIVER SELECTOR,
to the OSRAM Digital Lighting Systems Blog and, of course,
our own DLS LinkedIn page. OSRAM delivers thought
provoking and informative content straight to our subscribers/
followers inboxes without them having to lift a finger—except
for maybe clicking a mouse.

Lighting Designer

Discover the true light for your application
Build your own lighting system with the OSRAM Lighting
Designer. Find the ideal components for your specific
application and create the perfect system solution.

Free web-based online tools
available at www.osram.us/ds

Driver Selector

Deliver your light optimally
Looking for a particular LED power supply for an application?
Use the OSRAM Driver Selector Tool to find the
OPTOTRONIC® LED Power Supply that is right for you.

Register for the OSRAM
Digital Lighting Systems
Blog
The OSRAM DLS Blog is
a valuable source of lighting
industry information.
Topics include
—— Education
—— Human Centric Lighting
—— IoT
—— LED Drivers
—— Lighting Controls
—— Networking
—— Smart Buildings
—— Smart Lighting
—— Technology Trends
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Key system hardware, software
and components
Hardware

Database servers
—— System Support Unit (SSU)
—— Virtual System Support Unit (SSUVIRT)

System managers
—— ENCELIUM® EXTEND Manager
—— ENCELIUM EXTEND Wireless Manager (WM)

Load controls (Fixture-Integrated)
—— Wireless Connected Lighting Module-DIM
—— Wireless Connected Lighting Module-DEXAL™
—— Wireless SensiLUM™ Sensor

Individual
—— Wireless Control Module (WCM)
—— Luminaire Control Module (LCM)
—— Dual Relay Luminaire Control Module (DRLCM)

Zonal (Wireless)
—— Area Lighting Control (WALC) Module
—— Area Lighting Control (ALC) Module
—— Relay Panel Control Module (RPCM)
—— Phase Cut Dimming Module (PCDM)

Outdoor (Wireless)
—— Wireless Site Lighting Control (WSLC) Module

Plug Load (Wireless)
—— Wireless Plug Load Control (WPL) Module
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Sensors (Wired)
—— PIR/Ultrasonic Sensor Combination
(Ceiling and Wall Mounted Options Available
with Varied Space Coverage)

Sensors (Wireless)
—— Wireless PIR & Photo Occupancy Sensors
(450 SF, 1500 SF and high bay options)

User interfaces
—— Low Voltage Wallstations (2 button, 3-scene,
5-scene, 3-zone, 6-zone)
—— Wireless Wallstations (2 button, 3-scene, 5-scene,
3-zone, 6-zone)
—— Industrial Push Button Wallstation
—— LCD Touch Screen Display Panel (LCD)
—— Key Switch Station

Software

Software
—— Polaris 3D® Light Management Software
—— Personal Control Software

Connectivity interfaces
—— Intra-Luminaire Bi-Directional Communications
Interface—DEXAL™
—— Software Interface—BACnet®
—— Software Interface—AV (AVINT)
—— GreenBus II® Wiring Protocol

Components

OPTOTRONIC ® LED Drivers
—— Programmable LED Drivers
—— Programmable LED Driver with
DEXAL Technology
—— Dual-Mode LED Driver with
Programmable Emergency Light Levels
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The ENCELIUM EXTEND Networked Light Management System
®

The ENCELIUM EXTEND Networked Light Management
System and Polaris 3D Software makes it possible to
monitor, control and adjust your entire lighting network
indoors and outdoors all from a single software platform.

This premier networked light management system enables
building owners and facility managers to eliminate duplicate
lighting control systems thus saving time and money to
maintain and train staff on two different systems.
The illustration shown above is just one of many light
management configurations the ENCELIUM EXTEND
System is capable of supporting as outlined in the
“network architecture” section on page 11.

